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Each Apartment at Lilium Tower will encompass a Garden, Clubhouse &
Swimming Pool facing enthralling view. The sheer space coupled with all modern
conveniences truly makes it a heaven to live, laugh, play.
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Sheth Creators, Vasant Oasis,
has recently launched Lilium
Tower an exclusive signature
tower at Andheri East. The
project which is an ultra
luxurious residential project
is testament of classic
elegance and international
lifestyle
combined
with
practically
efficient
and
sustainable
real
estate
development.
With
an
endeavor
to
transform the community
living concept, the project,
Lilium Tower comprises of 3
and 4 BHK with Spacious, Luxurious and Exclusive apartments. The project hosts 5 acres of
recreational land and has an extremely well developed physical and social infrastructure in its vicinity.
Lilium Tower will be a 19 storey tall building with 3 apartments per floor.
Each Apartment at Lilium Tower will encompass a Garden, Clubhouse & Swimming Pool facing
enthralling view. The sheer space coupled with all modern conveniences truly makes it a heaven to
live, laugh, play.
The projects is strategically located and brings in a great advantage to its privileged residents. The
significant advantage is hassle free connectivity to any part of the city be it domestic and International
airports , Infrastructure projects like Western Express Highway, JogeshwariVikhroli Link Road
popularly known as JVLR, the upcoming VersovaAndheri Ghatkopar (VAG) Metro Project and the
Sahar Elevated Road have magnetised Andheri's appeal as a commercial and residential hub.The
location has connectivity to all sought after destinations like Bandra, Nariman Point, Worli,
Ghatkopar, Malad, Thane, Wadala, among others.
According to Hiral Sheth, Director Marketing & Sales, Sheth Creators “the project endows the
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buyers with world class services and offers a vibrant lifestyle. Today, Andheri east is the most sought
after destination understanding it’s close proximity and ease free connectivity to all parts of the city.
Lilium Tower is an ideal location and is a potential investment opportunity for investors as well as
end –users. Located in the cities commercial hub with Andheri East as a vibrant real estate market the
project is surrounded by top notch corporates and also impeccably stimulates Walk To Work culture.
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